Abstract. Net unfoldings have attracted much attention as a powerful technique for combating state space explosion in model checking. The method has been applied to veri cation of 1-safe ( nite) Petri nets, and more recently also to other classes of nite-state systems such as synchronous products of nite transition systems. We show how unfoldings can be extended to the context of in nite-state systems. More precisely, we apply unfoldings to get an e cient symbolic algorithm for checking safety properties of unbounded Petri nets. We demonstrate the advantages of our method by a number of experimental results.
Introduction
Model Checking has had a great impact as an e cient method for algorithmic veri cation of nite-state systems. A limiting factor in its application is the state space explosion problem, which occurs since the number of states grows exponentially with the number of components inside the system. Therefore, much e ort has been spent on developing techniques for reducing the e ect of state space explosion in practical applications. One such a technique is that of partial orders which is based on the observation that not all interleavings of a given set of independent actions need to be explored during model checking. Several criteria for independency has been given, e.g., stubborn sets Val90], persistent sets GW93] or ample sets Pel93] . A method which has drawn considerable attention recently is that of unfoldings McM95, ERV96, ER99] . Unfoldings are occurrence nets: unrollings of Petri nets that preserve their semantics. Although unfoldings are usually in nite, it is observed in McM95] that we can always construct a nite initial pre x of the unfolding which captures its entire behaviour, and which in many cases is much smaller than the state space of the system. Unfoldings have been applied to n-safe (i.e., nite-state) Petri nets, and more recently to other classes of nite-state systems such as synchronous products of nite transition systems LB99, ER99] In a parallel development, there has been numerous e orts, to extend the applicability of model checking to the domain of in nite-state systems. This has resulted in several highly nontrivial algorithms for veri cation of timed automata, lossy channel systems, (unbounded) Petri nets, broadcast protocols, relational automata, parametrized systems, etc. These methods operate on symbolic representations, called constraints each of which may represent an in nite set of states. However, in a manner similar to nite-state veri cation, many of these algorithms su er from a constraint explosion problem limiting their e ciency in practical applications. As the interest in the area of in nite-state systems increases, it will be important to design tools which limit the impact of constraint explosion. With this in mind, we have considered AKP97,AJKP98] a re nement of the ample set construction and applied it to in nite-state systems such as Petri nets and lossy channel systems.
In this paper, we show how the unfolding technique can be made to work in the context of in nite state systems. More precisely, we present an unfolding algorithm for symbolic veri cation of unbounded Petri nets. We adapt an algorithm described in A CJYK96] for backward reachability analysis which can be used to verify general classes of safety properties. Instead of working on individual markings (con gurations) of the net (as is the case with the previous approaches McM95,ERV96,ER99,LB99]) we let our unfolding algorithm operate on constraints each of which may represent an (in nite) upward closed set of markings. We start from a constraint describing a set of \ nal" markings, typically undesirable con gurations which we do not want to occur during the execution of the net. From the set of nal markings we unroll the net backwards, generating a Reverse Occurrence Net (RON). In order to achieve termination we present an algorithm to compute a post x of the RON, which gives a complete characterization of the set of markings from which we can reach a nal marking. Using concepts from the theory of well quasi-orderings we show that the post x is always nite. In fact, our method o ers the same advantages over the algorithm in A CJYK96], as those o ered by the algorithms of McM95, ERV96] in the context of nite-state systems.
Based on the algorithm, we have implemented a prototype, whose results on a number of simple examples are encouraging.
Outline In the next section we give some preliminaries on Petri nets. In Section 3 we introduce Reverse Occurrence Nets (RONs). In Section 4 we describe the unfolding algorithm. In Section 5 we describe how to compute a nite post x of the unfolding. In Section 6 we report some experimental results. Finally, in Section 7 we give some conclusions and directions for future research. A net is a triple (S; T; F) where S is a nite set of places, T is a nite set of transitions, and F (S T) (T S) is the ow relation. By a node we mean a place or a transition. The preset x of a node x is the set fy j (y; x) 2 Fg. The postset x is similarly de ned. A marking M is a bag over S. We say that a transition t is enabled in a marking M if t M. We de ne a transition relation on the set of markings, where M 1 ?! M 2 if there is t 2 T which is enabled in M 1 and M 2 = M 1 ? t + t . We let ?! denote the re exive transitive closure of ?!. We say that a marking M 2 is coverable from a marking M 1 if M 1 ?! M 0 2 , for some M 0 2 M 2 . A net system is a tuple N = (S; T; F; M init ; M n ), where (S; T; F) is a net and M init ; M n are markings, called the initial and the nal marking of N respectively. In this paper, we consider the coverability problem de ned as follows.
Instance A net system (S; T; F; M init ; M n ). Question Is M n coverable from M init ?
Using standard methods VW86,GW93], we can reduce the problem of checking safety properties for Petri nets to the coverability problem.
To solve the coverability problem, we perform a backward reachability analysis. We de ne a backward transition relation A CJYK96], such that, for markings M 1 and M 2 and a transition t, we have M 2 ; t M 1 if M 1 = (M 2 t ) + t. We let ;= t2T ; t , and let M 
Reverse Occurrence Nets
In this section we introduce Reverse Occurrence Nets (RONs). A RON corresponds to \unrolling" a net backwards. Formally, a RON R is a net (C; E; F) satisfying the following three conditions (i) jc j 1 for each c 2 C.
(ii) there is no in nite sequence of the form c 1 Fe 1 Fc 2 F . This condition implies that there are no cycles in the RON, and that there is a set max(F) of nodes which are maximal with respect to F.
(iii) max(F) C. In a RON, the places and transitions are usually called conditions and events respectively. A set of events E E is considered to be a con guration if e 2 E and eF e 0 imply e 0 2 E. Remark 1. In McM95,ERV96], a con guration E is upward closed in the sense that if an event e belongs to E, then all events above e (with respect to F) also belong to E. In our case, con gurations are downward closed. Furthermore, in McM95, ERV96] , con gurations are required to be con ict free, i.e., for all events e 1 ; e 2 2 E we have e 1 \ e 2 = ;. Notice that this property is always satis ed by our con gurations, since we demand that jc j 1 for each condition.
Consider a net system N = (S; T; F; M init ; M n ) and a RON (C; E; F), and let
: C E ! S T such that (c) 2 S if c 2 C and (e) 2 T if e 2 E. For C C, we de ne #C to be a marking such that, for each place s, the value of #C (s) is equal to the size of the set fc 2 C j (c) = sg. In other words #C(s) is the number of conditions in C labeled with s. We say that (C; E; F; ) is a (backward) unfolding of N if the following two conditions are satis ed: (i) # max(F) = M n , i.e., the set of conditions which are maximal with respect to F correspond to the nal marking; and (ii) preserves F, viz., if (x; y) 2 F then ( (x); (y)) 2 F.
For a con guration E, we de ne Cut(E) to be the set (f e j e 2 Eg max(F)) ? fe j e 2 Eg
We de ne the marking mark(E) = #(Cut(E)).
In Figure 1 , we show a net system N with seven places, s 1 ; : : : ; s 7 , and four transitions, t 1 ; : : : ; t 4 . We also show an unfolding 1 U of N, assuming a nal marking (s 1 ; s 7 ). Examples of con gurations in U are E 1 = fe 2 ; e 4 g with mark(E 1 ) = (s 1 ; s 2 ; s 3 ), and E 2 = fe 1 ; e 2 ; e 3 ; e 4 g with mark(E 2 ) = (s 1 ; s 2 ; s 2 ; s 3 ). To increase readability, we show both names and labels of events in the gure, while we omit name of conditions.
An Unfolding Algorithm
We present an algorithm (Figure 2 ) which, for a given net system N = (S; T; F; M init ; M n ), generates an unfolding of N in an incremental manner. In a manner similar to ERV96], an unfolding U = (C; E; F; ) is represented as a list of objects corresponding to conditions and events in the underlying RON. An event e is represented as an object (C; t) where t is the label (e) of e and C is its set e of post-conditions. A condition c is represented by an object (e; s) where s is the label (c) of c, and e is its (single) post-event c . We observe the ow relation F and the labeling function are included in the encoding. Consider a set of conditions C of U to be t-enabled provided there exists a con guration E such that C Cut(E) and 0 < #C t , i.e., there is a con guration E such that C Cut(E) and all the conditions in C are in the postset of t. Furthermore, consider C to be maximally t-enabled provided there is no other set C 0 such that C C 0 Cut(E) and C 0 is t-enabled. We will write ME t (C) to denote that C is maximally t-enabled. We de ne Xtnd(U) to be the set of events by which U can be extended and is formally de ned as follows:
Xtnd(U) = f(C; t) j ME t (C) and (C; t) 6 2 Ug Observe that the de nition implies that there are no redundancies in the unfolding. In other words we will not have two di erent events both having the same label and the same postcondition.
The unfolding algorithm is shown in Figure 2 . It maintains two variables, namely the current unfolding U (initialized to the nal marking M n ), and a set X of events by which the unfolding can be extended. The algorithm proceeds by considering the events in X in turn (this procedure is fair in the sense that each event added to X will eventually be considered). At each iteration an event in X is picked and moved to U. Furthermore, the possible extensions of the new unfolding are computed, using the function Xtnd, and added to X. Notice that the algorithm does not necessarily terminate.
The unfolding algorithm gives a symbolic representation of upward closed sets from which M n is coverable. More precisely (Theorem 1), the upward closure of the markings appearing in U, gives exactly the set of markings from which M n is coverable. Notice that each event in the unfolding corresponds to a step in the backward unrolling of the net. The e ciency we gain through applying unfoldings on upward closed sets, as compared to the standard symbolic algorithm based on the backward transition relation ;, can be explained in a manner similar to the nite state case McM95, ERV96] ; namely the addition of a set of concurrent events to the unfolding corresponds to an exponential number of applications of the ; relation.
In the sequel we let U i denote the value of the variable U after i iterations of the loop. The following lemmas (the proof of which can be found in the appendix) relate unfoldings with the backward transition relation ;. Lemma 2. If M n k ; M then there is an`and a con guration E in U`such that mark(E) M Input: net system N = (S; T ; F; Minit ; M n ), where M n = (s1; : : : ; sn). var U : unfolding of N ; X : set of events. begin U := (s1; ;) ; : : : ; (sm; ;) X := Xtnd(U) while (X 6 = ;) do Pick and delete e = (C; t) from X Add (C; t) to U and also add 8s 2 t a new condition (s; e) to U X := X Xtnd(U) end
Fig. 2. Unfolding Algorithm
We now present the lemma in the other direction which shows that the marking associated with every con guration in an unfolding is backwards reachable.
Lemma 3. For each`and con guration E in U`, there is a marking M such that M mark(E) and M n ; M.
From Lemma 1, Lemma 2, and Lemma 3 we get the following theorem.
Theorem 1. M n is coverable from a marking M if and only if there is anà nd a con guration E in U`such that mark(E) M. Notice that as a special case we can take M in Theorem 1 to be equal to M init .
Termination
In this section we show how to compute nite post xes of unfoldings. We de ne special types of events which we call cut-o points. In Theorem 2 we show that cut-o points do not add any markings to the upward closed sets characterized by the unfolding. This means that, in the unfolding algorithm (Figure 2) we can safely discard all cut-o points, without ever adding them to the unfolding U. Furthermore, we use concepts from the theory of well quasi-orderings (Theorem 2) to show that, if all cut-o points are discarded, then the variable X in the unfolding algorithm eventually becomes empty implying termination of the algorithm. We start with some de nitions and auxiliary lemmas.
We assume a net system N and an unfolding U of N. For an event, we use e# to denote the con guration fe 0 j eF e 0 g. For con gurations E 1 and E 2 , we use E 1 E 2 to denote that jE 1 j < jE 2 j and mark(E 1 ) mark(E 2 ). For an event e, we say that e is a cuto point in U if there is a con guration E in U such that E e#. We recall from the previous section that U i denotes the value of the variable U in the unfolding algorithm, after i iterations of the loop. In order to prove the cuto theorem we need the following lemma (the proof of which can be found in the appendix).
Lemma 4. Consider con gurations E 1 , E 2 , and E 0 2 in U k where E 1 E 2 and E 2 E 0 2 . There is an`and a con guration E 0 1 in U`such that E 0 1 E 0 2 .
Now we are ready to show in the following theorem that cuto points can be discarded safely.
Theorem 2. For each k and con guration E 2 in U k , there is an`and con guration E 1 in U`where mark(E 1 ) mark(E 2 ) and E 1 does not contain any cuto points.
Proof. We use induction on jE 2 j. The base case is trivial. If E 2 does not contain any cuto points, then the proof is trivial. Otherwise let e 2 be a cuto point in E 2 . Clearly, e 2 # E 2 . Since e 2 is a cut-o point, we know that there is a con guration E in U k such that E e 2 #. By Lemma 4 there is an`and a con guration E 1 in U`such that E 1 E 2 , i.e., jE 1 j < jE 2 j and mark(E 1 ) mark(E 2 ). The claim follows by induction hypothesis.
To prove termination of the unfolding algorithm, we use the fact that markings are well quasi-ordered (consequence of Dickson's lemma Dic13]), i.e., for any in nite sequence M 0 ; M 1 ; : : : of markings, there are i and j with i < j and M i M j .
Theorem 3. The unfolding algorithm terminates if all cut-o points are discarded.
Proof. Suppose that the algorithmdoes not terminate. Since all nodes are nitely branching we have an in nite sequence e 0 ; e 1 ; e 2 ; : : : ; of events where e i+1 Fc i Fe i , for some condition c i . Notice that je j # j > je i # j, whenever j > i. By Dickson's lemma, it follows that there are i and j with i < j and mark(e i #) mark(e j #).
This implies that e j is a cut-o point, which is a contradiction.
Remark Theorem 1, Theorem 2, and Theorem 3 give a complete terminating procedure for checking coverability in unbounded Petri nets: use the unfolding algorithm discarding all cuto points. The nal marking M n is coverable from the initial marking M init i a con guration E appears in the unfolding with mark(E) M init .
Experimental Results
In this section we report on some of the issues that we had to solve in implementing the unfolding algorithm. While our implementation borrows ideas from McM95, ERV96] , there are several issues that are peculiar to our backward reachability. To wit, they are: { Implementation of Xtnd: The abstract algorithm (presented in Section 4) implies that Xtnd is computed in every iteration. However, in the implementation a queue of possible sets of conditions that could be the postset of a (potential) event are maintained. As new conditions are generated we check whether these new conditions can be added to already existing (partial) sets of post-conditions to form larger sets of postconditions. By doing so we reduce a seemingly combinatorial problem to a depth-rst search on the unfolding. { Checking termination: As a new event e is generated we calcluate je# j and mark(e#). We compare this information against mark(e 0 #) and jmark(e 0 #)j for all events e 0 currently in the unfolding. While our de nition of a cut-o event calls for comparing against all con gurations in the unfolding, our implemention is sound, though not e ecient (as otherwise, by Dickson's Lemma there would be sequence of events e i such that e i # e i+1 #).
Given that the hypothesis of our paper is for nets with a great deal of concurrency the storage required to build (reverse) occurence nets would be smaller than implementations that consider all interleavings we compute (a) the maximum number of markings that need to be maintained for the traditional backward analysis AJ98] and (b) the total number of nodes generated by the unfolding algorithm. Given that the storage requirements of a node is bounded by the storage required for a marking, comparing the number of markings from backwards analysis against the total number of nodes in an unfolding is appropriate.
We now report on the results of our experimentation. In Figure 3 we present two versions of token-rings and a bu er. A process in a token ring can be active when it has a token. We considered several experiments with varying numbers of tokens available in the ring and varying numbers of processes. For the bu er example we varied the number of tokens available. The result of our experimentation is reported in Figure 4 , where we provide the time taken in seconds and the number of nodes/markings using unfoldings and backward analysis. As can be seen these results do support our hypothesis that when there is a lot of concurrency in a net then unfoldings would require lesser amount of storage than traditional backward analysis (which considers all possible interleavings).
Conclusions and Future Work
We have shown how to extend the technique of unfoldings in order to obtain an e cient implementation of a symbolic algorithm for veri cation of unbounded Petri nets. In contrast to earlier approaches, the algorithm operates over an in nite-state space, using constraints to characterize upward closed sets of markings. Since our algorithm relies on a small set of properties of Petri nets which are shared by other computation models, we believe that our approach can be lifted to a more general setting. In particular we aim to develop a theory of unfoldings for well-structured systems A CJYK96,FS98] a framework which has been applied for veri cation of several types of in nite-state systems such as timed automata, broadcast protocols, lossy channels systems, relational automata, etc. This would allow us to extract common concepts, and provide a guideline for developing unfolding algorithms for these classes of systems. Another important direction of future research is the design of e cient data structures for implementation of the unfolding algorithm, and to carry out experiments to study the performance of the algorithm on more advanced examples. We hope to adapt, to our context, reasoning techniques for unfoldings, based on integer programming and constraints, that have been considered in the literature MR97,Hel99].
